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Abstract. Structured occurrence nets consist of multiple occurrencenets — each
recording causality and concurrency in an execution of a component of a con-
current system. These occurrence nets are linked together by means of various
types of relationships, aimed at representing dependencies between communicat-
ing and evolving sub-systems. In this paper, we investigatecausality in the basic
class of communication structured occurrence nets (CSO-nets). We start by intro-
ducing the corresponding system-level model of communication structured Place
Transition Nets (CSPT-nets) which extend Place Transition Nets with an explicit
structuring into communicating sub-systems and process interaction based on a
combination of synchronous and asynchronous communication. After that we de-
velop aCSO-net based process semantics forCSPT-nets showing that causality in
CSO-nets is underpinned by stratified order structures extending causal partial
orders with weak causality.
Keywords: concurrency, occurrence net, structured occurrence net, place tran-
sition net, semantical framework, causality semantics, process semantics, syn-
chronous and asynchronous communication.

1 Introduction

Occurrence nets [2] are acyclic Petri nets that can be used torecord execution histories
of concurrent systems, in particular, the concurrency and causality relations between
events. Each occurrence net defines a partial order of its transition occurrences (repre-
senting the events) in which causally related occurrences are ordered while concurrent
transition occurrences remain unordered. Occurrence netsare typically used to capture
the causal semantics of standard net classes like Elementary Net Systems and Place
Transition Nets [6, 13, 22].

In structured occurrence nets, invented by Brian Randell and then formally elab-
orated in [15, 20, 21], occurrence nets are combined by various types of relationships
representing dependencies between communicating and evolving sub-systems. Thus
structured occurrence nets make use of temporal and spatialabstractions that can be
seen as consequences of how a system has been conceived rather than as interpreta-
tions generated by the analysis of the system. There are different ways to structure
occurrence nets. In this paper, we start from communicationstructured occurrence nets
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(CSO-nets) which are the simplest variant of structured occurrence nets. ACSO-net de-
scribes a combination of occurrence nets that proceed concurrently and communicate
occasionally.

Figure 1 shows a communication structured occurrence net consisting of two oc-
currence nets that communicate along the thick dashed arc and edge. Note that these
communication links represent a direct (causal) relationship between transitions and
connect them directly unlike the usual arcs in Petri nets which can only relate places
to transitions or vice versa. The communication flow represented by a thick dashed arc
is unidirectional from source to target transition and indicates that the latter cannot oc-
cur before the former. In other words, in any execution of this occurrence net, either
the source event of the communication precedes the target event or they are executed
synchronously(in one step). The thick dashed edge is an abbreviation; it stands for
the combination of two such arcs, one in either direction. Hence, the two transitions
involved are meant to be executed synchronously.

a c

b d

Fig. 1. A communication structured occurrence net.

In this paper, we investigate the causality structure ofCSO-nets. We establish that
stratified order structures [8, 11, 12], an extension of partial orders, adequately describe
the relations between the transitions of aCSO-net. Moreover, we identify a system-level
model with an operational semantics that fits well with the concept ofCSO-nets. This
model is an extension of the well-known Place Transition Nets (PT-nets) [6].

Like most Petri net models,PT-nets are an essentially asynchronous concurrent
model with a sequential (firing sequence) semantics and a step semantics based on
multisets of transitions that may occur simultaneously when enough resources are avail-
able for such a combined occurrence. Consequently, whenever a step occurs each of its
transitions (or more general, each of its sub-multisets) could also have occurred (the
so-called sub-step property). ThePT-net model has no (structural) possibility to express
that an enabled transition has to (wait in order to) synchronise with another one. On the
other hand, it is not difficult to make an otherwise enabled transition wait for the oc-
currence of a second one by using a message (in the form of a token left by the second
one in a special input place of the first transition). These considerations motivate the
introduction ofchannel placesin this paper. These channels will be used to implement
the causality expressed through the communication arcs (the thick dashed edges) in the
original CSO-nets.

Figure 2 shows aPT-net with three channel places corresponding to theCSO-net of
Figure 1 in its default initial state. Intuitively, with thechannel connecting transitiona
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a c

b d

Fig. 2.A PT-net with explicit channel places implementing the desiredcommunication protocols.

(its input) to transitionb (its output), we have the following operational semantics:If
a occurs it adds a ‘message’ (a token) to the channel; this message may either remain
there to serve later as input tob (the usual asynchronous communication ofPT-nets),
or be directly picked up byb in thesamestep (synchronous communication). Usually,
synchronous communication implies that a sender waits for the receipt of the message
before proceeding. In the (new) Petri net interpretation: synchronous communication
entails an instantaneous receipt of the token byb. The channel place moreover allows
asynchronous communication. Therefore, we will refer to these channel places asa/sync
channels. The communication connection provided by a/syncchannels can be compared
to a telephone connection with an answering machine: eitherthe caller waits for the
callee to answer the phone (and then they communicate synchronously), or the caller
leaves a message on the answering machine to be listened to later by the callee.
Note that in the initial marking of Figure 2, the step{a, b} can be executed as well as
a followed byb, butb cannot be executed beforea. Moreover, if there are two (initially
empty) channels connectingc to d andd to c, as in Figure 2, thenc andd can only occur
synchronously as a step{c, d}.

The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we provide basic definitions
concerning stratified order structures which are the causality structures used in this pa-
per. Section 3 introduces communication structuredPT-nets (CSPT-nets) which extend
PT-nets with an explicit structuring into sub-systems communicating through a/sync
channels. After that, in Sections 4 and 5, we develop a cso-nets based process seman-
tics for CSPT-nets, following a generic approach (semantical framework) which has
been used successfully to define processes ofPT-nets. In particular, we conclude that
causality in cso-nets is underpinned by stratified order structures. As full proofs of var-
ious results presented in this paper are omitted, Section 6 outlines the way in which
the semantical framework of [13] can support their efficientdevelopment. Section 7
contains remarks on related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Causality structures

Causality structures, such as causal partial orders, can beseen as instances of more gen-
eral relational structures, where arelational structureis a tupleR = (X,Q1, . . . , Qn)
with X being a finitedomain, and theQi’s binary relations onX . For relational struc-
tures with the same domain and arity,R andR′, we writeR ⊆ R′ if the subset inclusion
holds component-wise. The intersection

⋂

R of a non-empty setR of relational struc-
tures with the same arity and domain is also defined component-wise.
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To capture causal relationships between events occurring in a concurrent system
history, one can use a suitableordering relation. In its basic form, such a relation is a
partial order, generated from local causalities (reflecting the generally accepted view
that causality is transitive and acyclic). Apartially ordered set(or poset) is a relational
structurepo = (X,≺) consisting of a finite setX and a transitive and irreflexive rela-
tion≺ onX . Two distinct elementsa, b of X areunordered, a a b, if neithera ≺ b nor
b ≺ a holds. Note that if a poset is interpreted as capturing causal relationships in a run
or history of a concurrent system then, for two distinct eventsa andb, a ≺ b means that
a was a causal predecessor ofb, while a a b means thata andb were independently
executed events. Intuitively,≺ represents the ‘earlier than’ relationship inX shared by
all observations of the history represented bypo.

Although causal partial orders have found several applications in semantics and
analyses of concurrent systems, for systems with a complex structure, partial orders
may need to be extended to more expressive order structures which support additional
relations between events, as described next. Astratified order structure(or SO-structure,
see [8, 11, 12])sos = (X,≺,⊏) comprises two binary relations,≺ (causality) and⊏
(weak causality) on a finite setX such that, for allx, y, z ∈ X :

S1 : x 6⊏ x S3 : x ⊏ y ⊏ z ∧ x 6= z =⇒ x ⊏ z

S2 : x ≺ y =⇒ x ⊏ y S4 : x ⊏ y ≺ z ∨ x ≺ y ⊏ z =⇒ x ≺ z .

Intuitively, ≺ represents the ‘earlier than’ relationship inX , and⊏ the ‘not later than’
relationship. Accordingly,≺ is a partial order, andx ≺ y impliesy 6⊏ x.

Individual observations of a concurrent systems are often represented by sequences
of groups of simultaneously occurring events (step sequences). Hence one can con-
sider (singular) step sequenceswhich are sequences of mutually disjoint non-empty
setsχ = X1 . . .Xk (k ≥ 0). Singular step sequences correspond in a natural way to
a special class of posets. A posetspo = (X,≺) is stratified if a a b a c implies
a a c, for all distincta, b, c in X . Note that if a poset is interpreted as an observa-
tion of concurrent system behaviour, thena ≺ b means thata was observed beforeb,
while a a b means thata andb were observed as simultaneous. Now, given a singular
step sequenceχ = X1 . . .Xk, we have thatspo(χ) = (

⋃

iXi,
⋃

i<j Xi × Xj) is a
stratified poset. Conversely, each stratified posetspo induces a unique singular step se-
quencesteps(spo)) satisfyingspo = spo(steps(spo)). We may therefore identify each
stratified posetspo with steps(spo) or, equivalently, each singular step sequenceχ with
spo(χ).

Finally, we relateSO-structures with their step sequence (or stratified poset) obser-
vations. First, it is easy to see that ifspo = (X,≺) is a stratified poset, thensos(spo) =
(X,≺,≺ ∪ ⌢) is anSO-structure. One can then identify executions corresponding to
(or consistent with) a givenSO-structuresos : a stratified posetspo is anextensionof
sos if sos ⊆ sos(spo). We denote this byspo ∈ ext(sos).

Fact 1 For everySO-structuresos , ext(sos) 6= ∅ andsos =
⋂

sos(ext(sos)).

In other words, one can recover anSO-structure by intersecting its stratified order ex-
tensions, in a similar way as one recovers a poset from its linearisations.
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One can also generateSO-structures from local relationships between events, in the
same way as partial orders are generated from acyclic relations. Apre-SO-structureis a
relational structure̺ = (X,≺,⊏) such that the relationγ ◦ ≺ ◦ γ is irreflexive, where
γ = (≺ ∪ ⊏)∗. Then theso-closureis ̺so = (X, γ ◦ ≺ ◦ γ, γ \ idX). Note that in
a pre-SO-structure̺ there are nox0, x1, . . . , xn = x0 such thatx0 ≺ x1 and, for all
0 < i < n, xi ≺ xi+1 or xi ⊏ xi+1. This can be regarded as a kind of acyclicity.

Fact 2 For every pre-SO-structure̺, ̺so is anSO-structure.

3 PT-nets andCSPT-nets

In this section, we first recall the standard definitions concerning PT-nets, including
their concurrency semantics based on step sequences (multisets of transitions executed
simultaneously). We then extend the concept ofPT-net by composing several nets into
a single system by letting them communicate via a/sync channel places.

Recall that a multiset over a setX is a functionµ : X → {0, 1, 2, . . .}. In this
paper, a multiset may be represented by listing its elementswith repetitions, e.g.,µ =
{y, y, z} is a multiset such thatµ(y) = 2, µ(z) = 1, andµ(x) = 0 otherwise. We
treat sets as multisets without repetitions, and applying alabelling functionℓ to a set
Z = {z1, . . . , zk} ⊆ X yields a multisetℓ(Z) = {ℓ(z1), . . . , ℓ(zk)}.

A Place Transition Net(or PT-net) is a tuplePT = (P, T, F,Minit ) such that
P andT are disjoint finite sets of nodes, called respectivelyplacesand transitions,
F ⊆ (T × P ) ∪ (P × T ) is theflow relation, andMinit is the initial marking, where
a marking is any multiset of places. Theinputsandoutputsof a nodex are the sets
•x = {y | (y, x) ∈ F} andx• = {y | (x, y) ∈ F}. It is assumed that the inputs and
outputs of any transition are non-empty.

In diagrams, places are represented by circles, transitions by rectangles, the flow re-
lation by directed arcs, and a marking (global state) bytokens(small black dots) drawn
inside places. Figure 3(a) depicts aPT-net representing a producer, an unbounded asyn-
chronous buffer (the middle placeb0), and two consumers. The producer can execute:
m (making an item),a (adding a new item to the buffer), andf (failing to add an item).
Each of the two consumers represented by the tokens in placep3 can cyclically exe-
cute:g (getting an item), andu (using the item). Initially, the system is in the marking
Minit = {b0, p1, p3, p3}.

The operational behaviour ofPT can be captured by its step sequences. AstepU
is a multiset of transitions. It isenabledat a markingM if M(p) ≥

∑

t∈p• U(t), for
every placep. In such a case, theexecutionof U leads to the markingM ′ given by:

M ′(p) = M(p)−
∑

t∈p•

U(t) +
∑

t∈•p

U(t) ,

for every placep. We denote this byM [U〉M ′. Then astep sequenceof PT is a se-
quenceχ = U1 . . . Un (n ≥ 0) of steps such that there are markingsM1, . . . ,Mn

satisfying:
Minit [U1〉M1, . . . ,Mn−1[Un〉Mn .
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(a)

p1

p2

b0

p3

p4

fm a g u

(b)

p1

p2

p3

p4

c0
fm a g u

Fig. 3. Two models of a 1-producer/2-consumers system:(a) PT-netPT 0 (with asynchronous
buffer placeb0), and(b) CSPT-netCSPT 0 (with a/syncchannel placec0).

We denote this byχ ∈ steps(PT ), and callMn a reachablemarking. Note that singular
step sequences can be considered as a special kind of step sequences with steps being
disjoint sets.

PT-nets are a fundamental class of Petri nets, and we now introduce a derived funda-
mental class of structured Petri nets capable of generatingstructured occurrence nets.
The key idea is to replace the asynchronous interprocess communication like that in
Figure 3(a) by the more flexible a/sync communication with componentPT-nets being
linked throughchannelplaces.

A communication structured place transition net(or CSPT-net) is a tuple:

CSPT = (PT 1, . . . ,PT k, P0, F0,M0) (k ≥ 1)

such that eachPT i = (Pi, Ti, Fi,Mi) is a componentPT-net,P0 is a set of(a/sync)
channelplaces,M0 is a multiset of channel places, andF0 ⊆ (T × P0) ∪ (P0 × T ),
whereT =

⋃

i≥1
Ti. It is assumed that the nodes of thePT i’s andP0 are disjoint

and, for every channel placec, •c = {cin} andc• = {cout}, wherecin andcout are
transitions belonging to two distinctPT i’s. The initial markingMinit of CSPT is the
sum of all theMi’s, includingM0. The semantics ofCSPT is defined as before except
that a step of transitionsU is enabledat a markingM if M(p) ≥

∑

t∈p• U(t), for every
non-channel placep, andM(c) + U(cin) ≥ U(cout ), for every channel placec. Thus,
in contrast to the usual approaches to step semantics, stepsof transitions executed in
CSPT-nets do not necessarily consist of accumulated (allowed combinations of) enabled
single transitions.

The dot-notation and drawing conventions are as before except that the channel
places are drawn with thick border lines, and each componentPT-net is enclosed inside
a dashed box. Figure 3(b) depicts aCSPT-net derived from thePT-net of Figure 3(a)
modelling the 1-producer/2-consumers system by replacingthe standard buffer place
b0 with channel placec0. One can easily check that for the nets in Figure 3, we have
steps(PT 0) ⊂ steps(CSPT 0) as, for instance:

{g}{a, u}{m}{a, g, g} ∈ steps(CSPT 0) \ steps(PT 0) .

This exemplifies a fundamental difference between asynchronous communication via
the buffer placeb0 and a/sync communication via the channel placec0. Intuitively, the
execution of step{a, g, g} combines asynchronouscommunication involvinga and
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p1

q1

b0

q5

p3

q7

p3

q10

b0

q6

p2

q2

p4

q8

p4

q11

p1

q3

p3

q9

p2

q4

a

v1

m

v2

f

v3

g

v4

g

v6

u

v5

Fig. 4. An occurrence netON 0 (labels are shown inside the nodes).

one of theg’s with anasynchronouscommunication involving the otherg and the token
inserted intoc0 during the execution of step{a, u}.

4 Occurrence nets and structured occurrence nets

Having described two system-level classes of Petri nets, viz. PT-nets andCSPT-nets, we
now proceed to present occurrence nets and communication structured occurrence nets,
two similarly related classes of (behaviour-level) Petri nets used to represent concurrent
histories.

An occurrence netis a tupleON = (P ′, T ′, F ′, ℓ) such thatP ′, T ′ andF ′ are
places, transitions and flow relation as before, andℓ is a labelling forP ′ ∪ T ′. It is
assumed that|•p| ≤ 1 and|p•| ≤ 1, for every placep, and thatF ′ is acyclic. The rule
for executing steps is the same as in the case ofPT-nets. The defaultinitial marking
MON

init and thefinalMON
fin marking ofON are sets respectively consisting of all places

without inputs and all places without outputs. With this notion of the initial and final
markings, the behaviour ofON is captured by the setsteps(ON ) comprising all step
sequencesχ satisfyingMON

init [χ〉M
ON
fin . For each step sequenceχ = U1 . . . Un belong-

ing to steps(ON ), we will denote byφ(χ) the sequence of multisetsℓ(U1) . . . ℓ(Un).
Due to the acyclicity of the flow relation, and the lack of multiple inputs (or outputs)

of places, each transition inT ′ appears exactlyoncein any step sequenceχ belonging to
steps(ON ). Henceχ is a singular step sequence, andspo(χ) is a well-defined stratified
poset. Figure 4 shows an occurrence net with the labels coming from thePT-net shown
in Figure 3(a). We observe thatMON 0

init = {q1, q5, q7, q10} andMON 0

fin = {q4, q9, q11}
as well as:

MON 0

init

[

{v1, v6}{v2, v4}{v3, v5}
〉

MON 0

fin .

Note thatφ({v1, v6}{v2, v4}{v3, v5}) = {a, g}{m, g}{f, u} is a valid step sequence
of PT-net of Figure 3(a).

Similar to the wayCSPT-nets were derived fromPT-nets, we extend occurrence nets
with a/sync channel places.
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A communication structured occurrence net(or CSO-net) is a tuple

CSON = (ON 1, . . . ,ON k, P
′
0, F

′
0, ℓ

′
0) (k ≥ 1)

such that eachON i = (P ′
i , T

′
i , F

′
i , ℓ

′
i) is an occurrence net,P ′

0 is a set of channel places
with a labellingℓ′0, andF ′

0 ⊆ (T ′ ×P ′
0)∪ (P ′

0 ×T ′), whereT ′ =
⋃

i≥1
T ′
i . It is further

assumed that:

– the nodes of theON i’s are disjoint.
– for every channel placec, |•c| ≤ 1 and|c•| ≤ 1, and the input and output transitions

of c belong to distinctON i’s.
– the relation̺CSON = (T ′,

⋃

i≥1
(F ′

i ◦ F ′
i )|T ′

i
×T ′

i
, (F ′

0 ◦ F ′
0)|T ′×T ′) is a pre-SO-

structure. This, in particular, means that the relation:

sos(CSON ) = ̺soCSON

is a well-definedSO-structuregeneratedbyCSON (see Fact 2).

The defaultinitial MCSON
init marking ofCSON and thefinal MCSON

fin marking of
CSON are the sum of the default initial markings of theON i’s, together with all the
channel places with no inputs, respectively the sum of the default final markings of the
ON i’s, together with all the channel places with no outputs. Thesetsteps(CSON ) of
step sequences executed byCSON is then defined as for occurrence nets, assuming
that channel places are treated as in the case ofCSPT-nets. As before, also for a step
sequenceχ = U1 . . . Un belonging tosteps(CSON ), we will denote byφ(χ) the se-
quence of multisetsℓ(U1) . . . ℓ(Un). It can easily be seen that step sequences belonging
to steps(CSON ) are singular. Moreover,steps(CSON ) is non-empty.

Intuitively, sos(CSON ) is a causal structure underpinningCSON which can be jus-
tified by the fact that the executions of aCSO-net are fully consistent with the underlying
causal structure:

Theorem 1. steps(CSON ) = ext(sos(CSON )).

Moreover, the underlying causal structure can be obtained by intersecting all the
orderings induced by the step sequences ofCSON :

Theorem 2. sos(CSON ) =
⋂

spo(steps(CSON )).

Figure 5 shows aCSO-netCSON 0 with the labels coming from theCSPT-net of Fig-
ure 3(b). We observe thatMCSON 0

init = {q1, q5, q7, q10} andMCSON 0

fin = {q4, q9, q11}
as well as:

MCSON 0

init

[

{v1, v4, v6}{v2, v5}{v3}
〉

MCSON 0

fin .

Note thatφ({v1, v4, v6}{v2, v5}{v3}) = {a, g, g}{m,u}{f} is a valid step sequence
of theCSPT-net of Figure 3(b). Moreover, the underpinning causal structure is given by
theSO-closure of the following relation:

̺CSON 0
=

(

{

v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6
}

,
{

(v1, v2), (v2, v3), (v4, v5)
}

,
{

(v1, v4)
}

)

.

Hence there is a weak causal dependency betweenv1 andv4, meaning thatv4 cannot
be executed beforev1, only afterv1 or simultaneously withv1.

It is also interesting to re-visit theCSO-netCSON of Figure 2 which contains a cy-
cle. This is not a problem as it simply indicates that the transitions labelled byc andd are
synchronised. Formally, we haveφ(steps(CSON )) =

{

{a, b}{c, d}, {a}{b}{c, d}
}

.
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Fig. 5.A communication structured occurrence netCSON 0.

5 cso-net semantics of cspt-nets

We have described two new classes of Petri nets,CSPT-nets andCSO-nets, based on
explicit structuring and a/sync communication between component nets.CSPT-nets are
specifications of systems’ designs, whereas the role ofCSO-nets is to capture behaviours
of such systems. We have also argued thatCSO-nets are underpinned bySO-structures
which are causality structures extending causal partial orders, and so they in turn might
provide a causality semantics ofCSPT-nets. Our next goal is to clarify howCSO-nets can
be derived fromCSPT-nets in a way which is consistent with their operational semantics.

In this section we formalise two key definitions. The first oneprovides a full char-
acterisation ofCSO-nets corresponding to the behaviours of a givenCSPT-net.

A processof CSPT-netCSPT = (PT 1, . . . ,PT k, P0, F0,M0) is aCSO-net:

CSON = (ON 1, . . . ,ON k, P
′
0, F

′
0, ℓ

′
0)

with the overall labellingℓ (determining its components’ labeling andℓ′0) such that it:

– labels places ofON i with places ofPT i, for eachi.
– labels transitions ofON i with transitions ofPT i, for eachi.
– labels channel places ofCSON with channel places ofCSPT .
– yieldsℓ(MCSON

init ) = Minit .
– is injective on•t andt• and, moreoverℓ(•t) = •ℓ(t) andℓ(t•) = ℓ(t)•, for all

transitionst of CSON .

We denote this byCSON ∈ proc(CSPT ). For example,CSON 0 ∈ proc(CSPT 0),
whereCSPT 0 andCSON 0 are respectively the nets in Figures 3(b) and 5.

The soundness of the process definition can be justified by showing that the step
sequences ofCSO-processes provide an exact representation of step sequences of the
original CSPT-net:

Theorem 3. steps(CSPT ) = φ(steps(proc(CSPT ))).
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Moreover, one can see that a similar property holds also for reachable markings.

The above notion of process is an ‘axiomatic’ characterisation and provides no clues
as to how to generate processes ofCSPT-nets in practice. This issue is addressed by the
second definition based on so-called netunfolding, itself a prominent technique behind
model checking tools [7, 17, 18].

A CSO-netgeneratedby a step sequenceχ = U1 . . . Un ofCSPT is the last element
in the sequenceCSON 0, . . . ,CSON n where each

CSON j = (ÔN
j

1, . . . , ÔN
j

k, P̂
j
0 , F̂

j
0 , ℓ̂

j)

is aCSO-net constructed in the following way (below the label of a nodexy is x):

Step 0: We set̂P 0
0 = {cm | c ∈ P0 ∧ 1 ≤ m ≤ Minit (c)} andF̂ 0

0 = ∅. Moreover, for
everyi = 1, . . . , k:

P̂ 0
i = {pm | p ∈ Pi ∧ 1 ≤ m ≤ Minit (p)} and T̂ 0

i = F̂ 0
i = ∅ .

Stepj: GivenCSON j−1 we extend the sets of nodes and arcs as follows (belowi =
1, . . . , k and△x denotes the number of the nodes ofCSON j−1 labelled byx):

P̂
j
0 = P̂

j−1

0 ∪ {cm+△c | c ∈ P0 ∧ 1 ≤ m ≤
∑

t∈•c Uj(t)}

P̂
j
i = P̂

j−1

i ∪ {pm+△p | p ∈ Pi ∧ 1 ≤ m ≤
∑

t∈•p Uj(t)}

T̂
j
i = T̂

j−1

i ∪ {tm+△t | t ∈ Ti ∧ 1 ≤ m ≤ Uj(t)} .

Then, for every new transitionv = tm, wechoose3 two sets of places:

Inv ⊆ {p ∈
⋃

i≥0

P̂
j−1

i | p• = ∅} ∪ (P̂ j
0 \ P̂ j−1

0 ) and Outv ⊆
⋃

i≥0

(P̂ j
i \ P̂ j−1

i )

in such a way that:

– |•t| = |Inv| and|t•| = |Outv|.
– Inv comprises a place labelledq for eachq ∈ •t.
– Outv comprises a place labelledr for eachr ∈ t•.
– the setsInv ∪Outv andInw ∪Outw are disjoint for distinct transitionsv andw.

Finally, we add toF̂ j−1

i all arc setsInv × {v} and{v} ×Outv obtainingF̂ j
i .

The resulting netCSON n is said to belong toprocCSPT (χ). The construction is illus-
trated in Figure 6 for theCSPT-net of Figure 3(b). The net is isomorphic toCSON 0

of Figure 5 which, as we already noted, is a process ofCSPT 0. This is not a mere
coincidence, as we have the following general result:

Theorem 4. proc(CSPT ) = procCSPT (steps(CSPT )).

In other words, axiomatically and operationally defined processes of aCSPT-net are the
same (up to net isomorphism).

3 This means that, in general, more than one process can be constructed for a givenχ.
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CSON 0

p1

p11

c0 c10

p3

p13

p3

p23

CSON 1

p1

p11

c0 c10

p3

p13

p3

p23

c0 c20

p2

p12

p4

p24

a

a1

g

g1

p4

p14

g

g2

CSON 2

p1

p11

c0 c10

p3

p13

p3

p23

c0 c20

p2

p12

p4

p14

p4

p24

p1

p21

a

a1

m

m1

g

g2

g

g1

u

u1

p3

p13

CSON 3

p1

p11

c0 c10

p3

p13

p3

p23

c0 c20

p2

p12

p4

p14

p4

p24

p1

p21

p3

p13

p2

p22

a

a1

m

m1

f

f1

g

g2

g

g1

u

u1

Fig. 6. Process generated forCSPT 0 and its step sequenceχ = {a, g, g}{m,u}{f}.
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a m f

g

g

u

Fig. 7. Another way of representing theCSO-netCSON 0.

6 Discussion

The results formulated in the preceding sections can be proven by taking advantage of
a general scheme introduced in [13] aimed at handling the operational and causality
semantics of various kinds of Petri nets. This general scheme identifies a number of
specific Properties which, when satisfied, validate, among others, Theorems 1-4 (called
semantical Aims in [13]).

Some Properties concern the basic characteristics of various semantical mappings,
for example, thatsteps(CSON ) 6= ∅. This is, perhaps surprisingly, a non-trivial re-
sult which relies heavily on Fact 1 which holds for allSO-structures. Another Property
requires that, for every processCSON generated by a step sequenceχ, it is the case
thatχ corresponds to one of the step sequences ofCSON . That such a property holds
can be verified by re-tracing the procedure through whichCSON has been constructed.
Still another Property states that each process can be re-generated from any of its step
sequences. The proof details of these Properties follow to alarge extent those devel-
oped in the past for other classes of Petri nets, yet there areseveral important technical
lemmata which need to address specific complexities associated with a/sync channel
places and net structuring (note that structured nets were not previously treated within
the semantical framework of [13]).

As already mentioned, in [15, 20, 21],CSO-nets were formalised in a somewhat dif-
ferent way. For example, theCSO-netCSON 0 shown in Figure 5 would be represented
as in Figure 7. Basically, the representation of [15, 20, 21]uses direct weak causality to
link transitions which in the context of this paper are joined by a/sync channel places.
This change of notation is sound since the sets of step sequences of the two represen-
tations are exactly the same. We have adopted here the more concrete representation
since all weak causal links between executed transitions are derived through channel
places. It should be stressed, however, that Theorems 1 and 2also hold for theCSO-nets
defined in [15, 20, 21], irrespective of the way in which they have been generated.

7 Related work

Motivated by the idea to identify a Petri net model fitting theCSO-nets from [15, 20,
21], we set out with the aim to identify a suitable causality semantics forCSO-nets
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and in relation to this a fitting system (i.e., Petri net) model with CSO-nets unfoldings.
In particular, we studied how to implement the communication semantics described in
CSO-nets inPT-nets. This has led to the introduction of the — as far as we areaware —
new idea of channel places with an a/sync semantics.

As already observed in [5] the concept of (synchronous) communication channels
is not an existing (primitive) concept for Petri net models.To model synchronous com-
munication, one needs additional places and transitions which may lead to complicated
structures. Hence, [5] proposes to extend the Coloured Petri Net model to support com-
munication through channels inspired by the synchronisation operators ofCCS [19] and
CSP[10], and communication constructs in high level programming languages. Channel
communication is seen as a strong description primitive in its own right (see also [16]),
and a valuable concept for structuring net models.

Again with the motivation that the basic net model does not offer synchronisation
mechanisms for transitions (useful, e.g., for modular translations of concurrent lan-
guages and to define synchronised composition of programs),[3, 4] introduce zero-
safe nets which are Petri nets with additional so-called zero places. This allows one
to consider transactions, i.e., sequential executions of individual transitions (or firing
sequences) leading from one stable marking (a marking in which all zero places are
empty) to the next without affecting ordinary places on the way. A zero-safe net can
be viewed as an ordinaryPT-net with every transaction (up to ordering of concurrent
transitions) as a single transition, but (again) the zero-safe version can be much smaller.
An extension of zero-safe nets to model protocols in which one partner can be ahead of
an other one was investigated in [14].

Both approaches are concerned with synchronous execution of transitions in an oth-
erwise sequential setting (Petri nets with a firing sequencesemantics). InREO [1], a
channel-based model for exogenous coordination of (software) components, it is possi-
ble to define different types of channels in a calculus for constructing complex connec-
tors from simpler ones. This includes synchronous and asynchronous channels. In [9]
it is discussed how systems that communicate through and arecoordinated byREO

channels can be modeled as Petri nets, using a composition function for Petri nets to
combine the nets representing the components. Again, this leads to relatively complex
net structures.

8 Conclusions

We have studied the causality in communication structured occurrence nets (CSO-nets)
— a basic class of structured occurrence nets introduced in [15, 20, 21]. First we have
extended the standardPT-nets model with an explicit structuring into communicat-
ing sub-systems, and the new concept of a/sync channel places — combining syn-
chronous and asynchronous communication — to facilitate interaction between sub-
systems. Whereas Petri nets (and, in particular,PT-nets) have an intrinsic semantical
concept for simultaneity (steps), synchronising specific transitions requires an addi-
tional abstraction (a macro) to which we have added the interpretation of executing one
transition ‘not before’ another transition.
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After that we have developed a process semantics for the resulting CSPT-nets based
on CSO-nets, following the generic semantical framework from [13] aimed at the sys-
tematic development of a causality semantics of Petri nets.This has led to the conclu-
sion that the causality inCSO-nets is underpinned by stratified order structures extend-
ing causal partial orders with weak causality.

For the future we plan to investigate how (communication) structured nets might
be used for an enhanced version of the model checking techniques based on net un-
foldings [7, 17, 18]. We hope that the structuring will make it possible to analyse more
complex systems than would be feasible with the existing techniques. An interesting
and practically important extension ofCSPT-nets would be to allow more transitions to
output to and input from a given a/sync channel place. Also, allowing more than two
transition to synchronise would support broadcast-like communication. Finally, we in-
tend to investigate causality in other types of structured occurrence nets defined in [15,
20, 21].
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